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DOn’T assUME
BY anaïs BREMOnD

It is often said that the melting pot which characterizes
London is crystallized like nowhere else in Gillett Square,
just off kingsland High Street, in the east of the capital.
The square is a simple mass of concrete edged
by the green glass structure of the Vortex,

venue Power Lunches and hip hop promoters

offices, renovated warehouse spaces and
Villalobos to Joanna Newsom, the listener
are doing tricks on the steps while kids and
The founder and resident DJs of the Boiler
Room run shows on the Sunday night,
and there is even an international news
travel agency, a mix of DJs, record collectors
and selectors, come play their soundtrack

vinyls skip, and presenters rant about really
the listening experience all the more
compelling, the world of music broadcasting

slots, they pay a small fee, which allows for the
inclusive attitude, the station cuts right
through the overwhelming mass of music blogs,
Clair Urbanh, the online radio has been growing
people from all walks of life, NTS creates
a platform for every talent and music genre
Records and Phonica Records, the punk music

a s T R a n G E R I n Pa R I s
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JIM DIED FOR ME,
a n D F O R Pa R I s

PAGES DOUZE & TREIZE

BY DanIEL sCHEFFLER

Père Lachaise,
the cemetery of all
cemeteries hosts
for me the most
important musician
to ever live. But
apparently I am
not alone in my
love for the great
‘lizard king’.

As the evening wanted to commence my Metro
slowly found its way underneath the dirty

the little Paris virgin, proudly stayed in his

become a reason for millions of people all over
the world to squash themselves into airplanes,
tidy themselves onto boats and cars and line
of the other methods of getting to Paris are as
ridiculous as the crowds of onlookers and
discover - so will therefore remain

Pere Lachaise, the cemetery of all cemeteries
hosts for me the most important musician to

My determined stride through the crowded
cemetery is completely forgotten as my sole

And then the sky opens and pees all over me

